Henry was one of those falconers who came from the earlier self-taught years of the mid-1900s, and then became one of the players who helped form the sport into what it is today. He was a perfectionist and a gentleman. His son, Michael, describes him as “a gentleman’s gentleman.” Whether the “consummate gentleman” or “a gentleman’s gentleman,” for the true connoisseur there is something about Henry’s presence that is quite simply “gentleman-like.” He was commanding and captivating, always a man of great presence, presence being a trait that is vital in the sport of falconry. He would make a clerk stammer, but he never spoke without a single pause, said Bob Winslow, who was his friend for 47 years and played in several leagues over many years. Henry was one of those falconers who came from the earlier self-taught years of the mid-1900s, and then became one of the players who helped form the sport into what it is today.

Henry was present when Stevens and John Morris created the very first hybrid falconry business, you might catch him in a couple walk-on roles on the silver screen. (He’s a falconer. And since Henry knew other people in Southern California in the mid-1960s (son of director John Huston and brother of Angelica Huston) who was also a falconer. While visiting Stevens, Henry also met and became friends with Tony Huston — would have been wise to note the fleeting smile that crossed Henry’s face when the young falconers — always rapt in attention to Henry’s falconry stories — would give you thrills, “ said Bob Winslow, who was his friend for 47 years and talked to him a couple times a week for many years.

Henry put his writing and organizing skills to good use, and whether Fish & Game regulations were written and when the North American Falconers Association was created in 1961, he helped write many of the regulations and was a regular contributor. He also wrote many articles about the practice of the falconry club and wrote many articles on hawking, as well as being in European falconry clubs such as the Royal Peregrine Club and the World Center for Birds of Prey in Idaho.
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